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III. CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION
Grammar, composition and reading. Practice in speaking and .understanding Russian.
CSU/uC

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:
A. Understand spoken and written Russian at an elementary level.
B. Speak with grammatical and intonational accuracy and intelligible pronunciation.
C. Compose short communications incorporating the principles of present and past

tense syntax as introduced at this level.
D. Manage simple transactional situations, such as introductions, giving and asking

for information, making a phone call.
E. Articulate knowledge of aspects of everyday Russian culture and cultural

linguistic norms and physical space.

v. CONTENT
A. Nouns
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1. Prepositional and accusative cases and their uses (inanimate of masculine
singular only in accusative)

2. Forming the plural: prepositional and inanimate accusative
3. 8-letter spelling rule

B. Modifiers
1. Soft, stem- and end-stressed adjectives in prepositional and accusative cases

and their uses (inanimate masculine singular only in accusative; inanimate
only in plural)

2. Short-form predicate adjective dolzhen
3. Possessive and demonstrative pronouns in prepositional and accusative cases

(inanimate masculine singular only in accusative; inanimate only in plural)
4. Interrogative pronouns in prepositional and accusative cases

C. Personal pronouns in prepositional and accusative cases: Formal vs. informal
speech situations

D. Prepositions
1. Prepositions v, na, 0 followed by the prepositional case - v, na with location
2. Prepositions v, na followed by the accusative case with motion in a certain

direction, days of the week and telling time
E. Verbs

1. Forms and recognition of 1st_ and 2nd-conjugation verbs in present tense
indicative: the infinitive vs. the conjugation stem

2. Formation of past tense (imperfective only)
3. Formation of reflexive verbs in -sJ·a and -s ' in present and past tenses
4. Verbs expressing language skills, knowledge, and study and their

complements
5. The verb ljubit ' plus accusative or infinitive
6. The verb jest' to express existence
7. Introduction to verbs of motion

F. Adverbs
1. Adverbs expressing language skills
2. Tozhe vs. takzhe
3. Expressing location or direction with "where"

G. Cultural topics
1. Elementary idioms of everyday life
2. Basic biographical and autobiographical information
3. Ethnic and national backgrounds, nationalities in Russia, and internal

passports
4. Higher education in Russia: the grading system, areas of study, diplomas,

transcripts and academic year calendar
5. Daily activities and the Russian workday
6. Reading and listening to advertisements

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments
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a. Study and application of grammar rules, such as use of prepositions v, na
followed by the accusative case to express motion in a certain direction,
days of the week and telling time

b. Pronunciation and intonation exercises, for example distinguishing
statements from yes/no questions

c. Oral reading of dialogues, prose, poetry and song lyrics
d. Language laboratory manual listening, speaking and writing practice
e. Question and answer exercises on grammatical topics such transforming

an utterance from the present to the past tense
f. Conversational practice in pairs and groups, such as use of dolzhen to

express necessity
g. Interpretation of Russian phrases and sentences in English
h. English-Russian translation exercises
1. Work with texts for reading and listening comprehension, including video

materials
J. Discussion of cultural readings on topics such as higher education in

Russia
2. Out-of-class assignments

a. Study and application of grammar rules, such as verbs expressing
language skills, knowledge, and study and their complements

b. Memorization of vocabulary
c. Question and answer exercises
d. Written exercises in workbook and on handouts
e. Directed compositions that synthesize the knowledge acquired on topics

such as daily activities
f. Readings of cultural information

B. Evaluation
1. Oral testing

a. Students will answer questions in written or oral form about a listening or
reading text or perform an action based on directions given. The instructor
will assess student recall of required vocabulary, mastery of grammatical
structures, such as formation of reflexive verbs in -sja, pronunciation and
intonation

b. Students will engage in role-playing of simple transactional situations,
such as interviewing each other about what language is spoken at home

2. Written testing
a. Printed quizzes and chapter tests on topics such as use of verbs of motion,

testing students' mastery of grammar and vocabulary. Tests will include
multiple-choice, matching, fill-in, and short answer responses

b. Students will compose short communications, such as e-mails,
incorporating the principles of present and past tense syntax as introduced
at this level

c. Comprehensive final examination including sections to assess
proficiencies in listening and reading comprehension, vocabulary recall,
grammar application and cultural knowledge, such as higher education in
Russia
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C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials
1. Robin, Richard et al. Golosa, 5th. ed., Upper Saddle River, N.J.: Pearson,

2012, Chapters 3 through 5
2. Supplementary Materials

Publisher's audio and video materials, CDs and DVDs of songs and cartoons,
such as Cheburashka, maps, slides, and photographs of Russia and Russians

VII. Title 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a))
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